
Wish you had one all-encompassing security capability that could just 
get the job done with minimal effort from you? Of course, especially  
since 65% of all cyberattacks target businesses like yours1. See all the reasons 
why you need Symantec Endpoint Protection Cloud, and why it’s the ideal way  
to protect devices in small and medium size businesses. 

1 Symantec Internet Security Threat Report, 2016

2 https://www.symantec.com/about/newsroom/press-releases/2017/symantec_0201_01
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9 reasons Symantec 
Endpoint Protection 
Cloud is the ideal  
security candidate

01  
 
 Fast protection 

We’ve taken the winning capabilities of our 
enterprise-grade endpoint protection and 
packaged them up to work for smaller 
businesses. It starts with simple deployment 
that will get you up and running in 5 minutes.

02   
Secure all devices  
with one product 

Protect PCs, laptops, mobile phones, tablets 
and servers, along with OS support for Mac, 
Windows, Android and iOS. Use external  
USB devices? We help make them less  
risky too.

03   
 
Experience peace of mind with award-winning security  

Is Symantec Endpoint Protection highly rated? It won AV-TEST ‘Best Protection Award’, scoring 
top marks for a whole year protecting against evolving zero-day threats2. How about that for  
a weight off your mind?

04   
 
Stay secure around the clock 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence 
analyse and learn from 9 trillion rows of 
security telemetry to protect your business 
against emerging threats, ransomware and 
zero-day attacks. All this happens in real time 
which helps to keep you safer.

05   
Focus on core activities  
with effortless management 

As the name suggests, this solution is cloud-
based. It’s always on and self-managing with 
a simple dashboard for reports and alerts.

06   
 
Spend less capital, get more value 

We know you don’t want expensive annual licensing upgrades that hit your finances hard,  
so Symantec Endpoint Protection Cloud comes in an affordable pay-as-you-go model.

07   
Be supported by cyber 
intelligence experts  

The solution comes with the backing of  
1,000 Symantec cyber warriors working 
across nine global Security Operations 
Centers to protect against the latest threats, 
wherever they arise.

08   
 
Get proactive not reactive  

Nothing gets left to chance. All new devices 
will be secured before threats can target 
them, including mobile devices, which can 
also be wiped remotely, if needed.

09   
 
Tailor security for every user   

Symantec Endpoint Protection Cloud helps to keep your people safe, yet productive, with role-
based security policies that are automatically pushed out to users. They can set up personal or 
company devices via our portal, any time. 

Want to see how Symantec Endpoint Protection 
Cloud can secure your business?  
Try it for FREE today »
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